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A laser processing system has been developed to drill high aspect ratio holes through the impermeable beryllium capsules envisioned for ignition shots on NIF. The drilling system was designed to produce holes with an entrance and exit diameter of approximately 5 μm through the full 175 μm thickness of the capsule. To meet these requirements, a frequency doubled femtosecond-class Ti:Sapphire laser is directed through a high numerical aperture lens to provide the spot geometry needed to drill the hole. The laser pulse is confined by the metallic walls of the hole, thereby maintaining the diameter of the channel well beyond the Rayleigh range of the optical system. Presented is the current state of this work-in-progress, including descriptions of the device and the technique used to produce the holes. The various means of characterizing the laser-drilled channels are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the leading ignition target designs for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) requires a copper-doped beryllium ablator. Unlike plastic or glass, this material is impermeable to hydrogen, requiring that a hole be used to fill the capsule with DT fuel. The requirements for this hole are quite stringent because density perturbations in the ablator can enhance instability growth during an implosion, which in turn reduces the fusion yield. Recent calculations suggest that a 5 μm diameter hole through the full thickness of the capsule would not require a Be plug to correct the mass defect.

Several technologies have been explored in the past for drilling holes of similar dimensions. These techniques include electrical-discharge machining (EDM) and focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The main issue encountered with these technologies is a limit in aspect ratio (ratio of hole depth to hole diameter) for holes that are less than 10 μm in diameter. Generally speaking for common materials, aspect ratios greater than 18 are difficult to attain with holes this small using EDM.

Although aspect ratios for FIB milling as high as 60 have been reported for specific, porous materials, conventional FIB milling has a practical limit of approximately 12 for solid density metals (such as beryllium) before taper between the entrance and exit dimensions becomes a concern. The proposed fill hole in this application represents an aspect ratio of 35.

The proposed fill-tube baseline design ignition capsule consists of a beryllium ablator with a gradient doping of copper. The 175 μm thick Be-Cu ablator is deposited on a 15 μm thick CH mandrel that is removed through pyrolysis after the fill hole is drilled. Once drilled and pyrolized, a 12 μm diameter counterbore up to 20 μm deep will be machined over the fill hole and a 10 μm fill tube is then inserted and epoxied in place.

Prior work in femtosecond materials processing has demonstrated the ability to precisely remove material with a non-thermal, ablative mechanism in a large variety of materials. In this regime a majority of the laser pulse is absorbed within an optical skin depth (~10 nm for beryllium at 400 nm) of the metal being processed. The laser energy is coupled to the electrons on a time scale that is much faster than that of the energy transfer to the bulk of the material. The result is the formation of a plasma with much higher initial energy than would be found in an evaporative (thermal) process. This increased energy aids in the removal of the material from the long, narrow channel.

II. FILL HOLE FORMATION AND LASER CONFINEMENT

Previous work has shown that deep channel formation is an exceedingly complex process. At the beginning of the drilling process, the laser pulse strikes the clean surface of the material and forms a hole several nanometers deep. As the depth increases the surface morphology of the hole bottom begins to roughen, leading to a decrease in the amount of material removed per
pulse. The rough texture leads to the formation of multiple channels (filaments) that are many times smaller than the diameter of the hole. These channels appear to have an increased ablation rate relative to that of the remainder of the hole bottom. The filaments break through the back surface first, leading to complex exit morphology if drilling is ceased immediately.

The extremely small beam diameter needed for micron-scale hole drilling requires a beam that is inherently highly divergent from the focal spot. Figure 1 shows the theoretical beam profile near focus for the final lens used in these experiments, assuming diffraction limited performance of the entire system and a 400 nm laser with perfect beam quality ($M^2=1$).

The beam propagation shown in Fig. 1 is useful for understanding the sensitivities and ramifications of using high numerical aperture (NA) lens. First, placing the part precisely at focus is difficult because the depth of focus (defined as the axial distance where the beam radius lies within a factor of $\sqrt{2}$ of its minimum value) for the system is less than one micron. Additionally, note that if the hole diameter followed the profile shown, the maximum depth one could attain before the hole no longer met specifications would be just over four microns. Instead, the drilling process relies on the fact that light incident on a metallic surface at high angle will reflect off that surface. By launching the light into the metallic cylinder (hole), the beam is confined in a waveguide in much the same way as it would be in an optical fiber.

Light propagation in metallic waveguides and the effects of focusing conditions on propagation has been studied previously.\cite{17} Although the experimental conditions between this work and that in Ref. 17 differed in hole diameter, wavelength and pulse duration, the underlying concepts of optical confinement and attenuation are relevant and can be used as a basis for future modeling specific to our circumstances. Figure 2 depicts a basic ray model of confinement and defines the parameters relevant to subsequent discussions.

![Figure 2. Depiction of the metallic waveguiding ray model parameters.](image)

The relevant parameters shown in Fig. 2 are defined as follows:

- $\theta$ = largest incident angle of light on hole wall
- $h$ = depth of hole
- $a$ = radius of hole

Three equations that are associated with the model that aid in the understanding of the waveguiding trade-space are shown below.

1. \[
\theta = \frac{1}{k \cdot a}
\]
2. \[
N = \frac{\theta \cdot h}{a}
\]
3. \[
\alpha = \frac{\text{Re}(\xi) \cdot \theta}{|k|^2}
\]

where

- $k$ = wavenumber of light
- $N$ = number of reflections the light goes through to reach hole bottom
- $\alpha$ = attenuation of beam on each reflection
- $\xi$ = impedance of the material being drilled
The ray model is sufficient to conceptually describe several phenomenon observed during hole processing. First, each reflection off the hole wall decreases the laser intensity ($\alpha t$). Total attenuation of the beam increases with increasing hole depth and decreasing hole diameter (due to the increasing number of reflections down the channel and the larger incident angle on the hole wall). Drilling stalls for a specific input energy when loss due to multiple reflections ($N\alpha t$) is sufficient to drop the laser intensity below ablation threshold at the bottom of the hole. The laser intensity may be increased to drill deeper, but the hole enlarges as more of the focal spot profile increases above ablation threshold. This enlargement necessitates using a smaller focused spot size than the desired hole size. The laser attenuation with increasing depth in combination with the ability of the plasma to escape the channel before cooling to the condensation point limits the attainable aspect ratio.

### III. APPARATUS AND PROCESS

Prior experience suggested that a femtosecond laser might be ideal for micron-scale, high aspect hole drilling because of the large kinetic energy imparted to the small amount of material being removed. The laser source was a generic chirped-pulse amplification\textsuperscript{18} Ti-Sapphire system designed by LLNL. In summary, the system provided a pulse energy of 1 mJ in a 130 fs pulse duration at a repetition rate of 3.5 kHz. This compressed pulse was frequency doubled to provide 45 mJ of 400 nm light. The beam was collimated to a 1/e\textsuperscript{2} diameter of 4.6 mm and passed through a zero-order $\lambda/2$ waveplate and Glan-laser polarizer to provide a continuously variable pulse energy. Finally, a $\lambda/4$ waveplate was used to place the laser in a circular state of polarization to avoid static linear polarization effects.\textsuperscript{19}

The design of the drilling station itself began with choosing the beam size that would be required on the part. Early experiments showed that a spot size of less than one micron would be required to allow sufficient room for growth of the hole as the intensity is increased to overcome waveguide losses. The lens chosen for the apparatus was an aspheric single-element lens with a focal length of 4 mm and a clear aperture of 4.6 mm (NA = 0.58). This objective, in combination with the 400 nm light sized to the full clear aperture of the lens would produce a spot diameter of 450 nm with a depth of focus of 770nm in the diffraction limit. The actual spot diameter at the focus is enlarged due to aberrations in the optical system and imperfections in the laser. SEM images show that the system is capable of producing a hole on the surface of a properly positioned target that is approximately 0.9µm in diameter when exposed with 100nJ of energy.

The combination of the lens and short pulse duration of the laser had several impacts on the design of the rest of the system. First, drilling operations had to be done in vacuum since the system was able to create intensities on the order of 10\textsuperscript{14} W/cm\textsuperscript{2} at the focal spot. Beam intensities this high lead to air breakdown and can cause nonlinear phase aberrations. The short working distance of the objective (2.4 mm) necessitated the lens being housed inside the vacuum system as well. Secondly, the proximity of the lens to the cutting site and the high degree of directionality of the plasma exiting the channel would mean that significant debris would be aimed toward the lens. This particular lens was designed to compensate for 250 µm of glass (n=1.523) between the lens and the focal spot, enabling the insertion of a microscope cover slip to act as a sacrificial debris shield. Lastly, the short depth of focus would require very precise positioning of the part along the propagation axis (z-axis).

Positioning the hole on the target in three dimensions while allowing for variations in the capsule diameter, capsule wall thickness and deformation of chamber components during pump down required the use of a sensor that utilized the drilling optical system and capsule for feedback. To accomplish this, a second laser was aligned down the optical axis of the final lens to act as an illumination source. The illumination source’s wavelength (635 nm) was chosen such that dichroic mirrors could easily separate the cutting wavelength and the illumination wavelength. The illumination source propagated through the final lens and came to a focus on the capsule. The light was reflected by the specular surface of the capsule and was recollimated by the objective. By placing a second lens (tube lens) beyond the injection point of the laser and monitoring the diameter of the focal spot with a CCD camera, we created a confocal sensor that produced a spot of minimum diameter only when the part was precisely at focus. Figure 3 shows a simple schematic of the Confocal Placement Sensor (CPS) and the location of the cutting laser injection point.

Proper functionality of the focal sensing system depended on several factors. First, the target being cut must be a specular reflector. Fortunately, the capsules being drilled are required to have excellent surface quality to ensure high fusion yield. Secondly, the relative divergence between the illumination laser and the cutting laser must always remain constant. This can be difficult to accomplish because the divergence of each laser source can be affected in varying degrees by several dynamic factors, including ambient temperature fluctuations, laser warmup time, and gradual aging of the lasers. To overcome these issues, the illumination divergence was forced to be constant by fiber delivering it to the system. In addition, the divergence of the cutting laser was...
checked and adjusted prior to each drilling session using a Hartmann wavefront analyzer. The final caveat to optimal system performance is to hold the relative mechanical motion between each optical component to an absolute minimum. This apparatus utilized a continuous cage structure that extends on both sides of the vacuum barrier to hold each component. Measurements made on the accuracy of the CPS with ideal surface quality demonstrated z-axis positioning of the part within 1 µm of best focus.

Our CPS allowed the use of an additional diagnostic that has proven to be extremely valuable. A high resolution video microscope was created by intentionally adding extra divergence in the illumination source to flood a larger spot on the sample and shifting the camera to the image plane. This configuration provided a field-of-view (FOV) of 75 µm with a resolution of approximately 300 nm/pixel. The added divergence on the illumination beam shifted the apparent focal point on the CPS, which was corrected by translating the CCD to the new location. Adding a beamsplitter and a second camera after the tube lens allowed simultaneous monitoring of the image plane (microscope providing x- and y-axis part positioning) and the focal plane (confocal sensor providing z-axis positioning).

The part-positioning specifications required coupling a high-performance translation system with motorized replacement actuators (MRA) that had very small minimum incremental motion. All of the motion equipment had to be rated for vacuum at levels less than 10 mTorr. The MRAs (Picomotor MRA, New Focus) provided a minimum incremental motion of about 30 nm when pushing the maximum specified load of 22 N. The relatively small load capacity required a custom set of vacuum compatible stages with low spring-rate preloads and the complete removal of the z-axis (axis aligned to gravity) spring. The monolithic 3-axis stage was a stainless steel, crossed-roller bearing design typically used for fiber optic alignment (561D-XYZV, Newport Corporation). Figure 4 shows a sectioned view of the as-built apparatus.

The drilling process was developed over several years of experimentation. These experiments yielded a set of laser parameters and exposure times that are known collectively as the “standard drill tool.” This parameter set was used for 175 µm thick beryllium to produce a minimum diameter hole while still ensuring breakthrough of the capsule wall. This parameter set is used when no method of breakthrough detection is available, as was the case for a spherical capsule. Although the system is capable of producing smaller holes, this standard drill tool increases the energy beyond the breakthrough threshold so that the process is relatively insensitive to many variables including fluctuating laser energy, absorption due to debris shield contamination and placement of the part slightly out of the focal plane of the lens. Experience has also shown the debris shield should be moved or changed after drilling no more than five holes of 175 µm thick beryllium to avoid having contamination affect hole quality and depth.

The standard drill tool begins with positioning the part in the x-axis and y-axis such that the drilling crosshair is positioned at the proper location the part. Focus is then verified using the CPS by translating the part along the propagation axis (z-axis) and minimizing the focal spot diameter on the CPS camera. Drilling begins with an initial exposure while the energy control is set to its minimum (100 nJ). Proper part positioning is immediately verified by the appearance of a very small diameter hole (less than 1 µm) in the microscope camera

Figure 3. Diagram showing the basic optical system for cutting-laser injection and focal sensing. A target positioned on either side of focus results in an enlarged spot on the CCD camera. The gray line indicates ray path for properly positioned target while the dashed line shows ray path for a target that is out of focus.
The appearance of the hole is a crucial indicator because the laser will drill only when the part is properly positioned, due to short range over which the laser intensity is above ablation threshold at such low pulse energies. The per-pulse energy is immediately ramped by rotating the waveplate at a speed of 1° per second for 45 seconds to end at the maximum energy (3.5 µJ). The ramped energy-versus-time profile avoids placing large peak intensities on the part until a channel has formed that allows the increased energy required for breakthrough to be spread over the large surface area of the interior hole wall. Observing the microscope image during the ramp shows the hole enlarging with increasing energy. At the conclusion of the ramp the pulse energy stays constant while the laser is allowed to dwell on the part for an additional 2 minutes. At no time during the drilling does the part move spatially.

IV. RESULTS AND CHARACTERIZATION

Well over 400 holes have been drilled in beryllium to date with more than 65 of those in capsules. Figure 5 shows typical entrance and exit holes obtained during a one-day repeatability campaign in 125 µm thick Be foils. The hole-to-hole morphological repeatability in these foils was quite good, particularly for the entrance side. The 3 µm entrance through 125 µm of material represented an aspect ratio of about 41, which is significantly better than the 35 required by the application. Consistent with the waveguiding model discussed previously, the extra depth encountered with 175 µm (full thickness) parts posed a greater challenge to the system due to the significant increase in attenuation within the longer waveguide. The extra loss was overcome by increasing the laser energy, which in turn enlarged the hole. Initial results in 175 µm material demonstrated this effect, as shown in Figure 6.

The full depth drilling results showed an enlargement of the entrance hole to between five and seven microns. The exit morphology was also markedly different, although it is important to note that several months (and changes to the laser) separate the 125 µm and the 175 µm results. The bifurcation of the exit hole in to two separate channels was a surprising result, particularly given the high degree of repeatability. Near-field mode quality observations of the beam showed a two-lobe profile. A second sample was drilled with slightly different alignment of the laser relative to the final lens. These results showed a lesser degree of bifurcation. A third sample was drilled after adjustments to the laser removed the two-lobe profile. These results showed a further decrease in the degree of bifurcation and, in some instances, an elimination of it. Figure 7 shows samples of the exit holes obtained from each of the three experiments. Although bifurcation still existed in some of the most recent holes, there was no evidence of any features in a far field focal scan that would directly drive the bifurcation.
internal structure of the holes became apparent with $3\,\mu m$

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of holes drilled in $125\,\mu m$ thick beryllium. Entrance holes are shown on top with their corresponding exits below. Scale bar is applicable to all pictures.

Figure 6: Representative entrance (top) and exit (bottom) holes produced in $175\,\mu m$ thick Be foil.

Figure 7. Exit hole evolution over multiple $175\,\mu m$ thick Be experiments. Exits shown are representative examples taken from sample 1 (a), sample 2 (b) and sample 3 (c).
The collection of the full thickness results seems to suggest that the exit morphology is sensitive to the input laser mode quality and its alignment within the optical system. The need for a method to characterize the internal structure of the holes became apparent with these results since understanding how a hole transitions from a single entrance to the bifurcated exits is important. Understanding the internal morphology will also be important when attempting to determine the effects that varying process parameters has on the hole structure.

To be useful, the characterization of the internal hole structure must not alter that structure or introduce any additional features that did not already exist. Even if clean cross sections could be obtained without clogging, a simple two-dimensional planar view would not adequately characterize the complex three-dimensional structure that is suggested by the exit holes. The Chemistry and Materials Science (C&MS) directorate recently obtained an instrument that provides the capability of high-resolution x-ray radiography. This instrument is also capable of acquiring tomographic data to allow the complete digital reconstruction and subsequent measurement of the hole morphology at resolutions on the order of 100 nm.

The instrument generates the diagnostic x-rays by bombarding an electron beam on a platinum target. These x-rays are then directed toward a 1340x1300 element CCD array. The object being radiographed is placed in the flux and the CCD acquires an image for a length of time suitable for the material and desired density contrast. This application used an acceleration voltage of 20 kV during a 60 second exposure and then averaged five of those frames to produce a single image shown here. Figure 8 shows several x-ray images at various angles of some laser-drilled holes from the first full-thickness Be sample. This sample was chosen because the hole structure (bifurcation) provided interesting morphological features to demonstrate the capabilities of this diagnostic.

The x-ray images show many interesting internal features of the bifurcated holes. First, each hole exhibits a reduced diameter (2 \( \mu \)m) “neck” that appears approximately 10 \( \mu \)m below the surface. Knowing the depth of features such as these is important because any artifacts that are within 20 \( \mu \)m of the surface are likely to be removed during the counterboring process for the fill tube. Although this neck seems to indicate that the beam was focused 10 \( \mu \)m below the surface of the part, the fact that the entrance holes are properly sized confirm the part was positioned correctly. Other interesting features include the onset of bifurcation and the multiple exits that are clearly visible. The data are all the more revealing when the images, animations and reconstructions can be examined at the high resolution and contrast ratio of a computer monitor.

Figure 8. Typical x-ray microscopy images of 175\( \mu \)m thick planar beryllium foils showing the various attributes of the laser-drilled channels.
Much of the process development was done on planar Be samples for ease of fixturing and characterization. In addition, more than 65 capsules of various wall thicknesses (up to 175 µm thick) have been drilled. Figure 9 shows representative samples of these results.

Spherical capsules present a challenge in characterization because one cannot directly view the exit hole on the interior wall. In addition, x-ray microscopy presents difficulties in image contrast because the thickness of the material the x-rays must traverse varies with the depth of the hole. This potentially leaves the entrance portion of the image overexposed while the exit area remains underexposed. Inferring the morphology of the capsule holes from planar results may not be valid since there are significant differences in the material grain size and grain alignment between that of the sputtered capsules and the rolled Be planar samples.

There are two general concerns when drilling holes in the Be capsules envisioned for ignitions shots. First, the hole must go through the full thickness of beryllium in addition to the CH mandrel located on the interior wall of the capsule. Secondly, the hole must have a sufficiently high conductance to allow for reasonable fill times.

Penetrating the 15 µm CH mandrel is important to allow for its subsequent pyrolysis and removal. Initially we were concerned that the dielectric nature of CH would not provide the conditions necessary to waveguide and confine the light as it does in the metallic capsule. Therefore, it was possible that the light emerging from the exit of the Be capsule would rapidly diverge and drop below ablation threshold prior to drilling through the mandrel.

A series of experiments were conducted to determine if penetration of the CH was possible and how much extra time was required once breakthrough on the beryllium was complete. The experiments were performed on a 175 µm thick Be planar foil that was coated with the proper thickness of CH. The sample was drilled using the standard drill tool, with the exception that the laser was shuttered after various time intervals once breakthrough of the beryllium was detected. Breakthrough detection was accomplished by placing a photodetector at the focal point of a lens that collected any light emerging from the back of the sample. The detector would produce a measurable voltage once we broke through the beryllium (as opposed to the CH material) because CH is adequately transparent to both the drilling and illumination wavelengths. Figure 10 shows a selection of the exit holes observed on the CH backer, demonstrating successful drilling of the CH material.

The inability to easily field a breakthrough diagnostic for capsules drove the need for a device to ascertain if the hole went all the way through the wall. Additionally, it would be useful to know if the fill channel was large enough to fuel through prior to allowing a capsule to

Figure 9. Representative holes drilled in Be capsules.
continue in the fabrication process. To this end a conductance measurement device was constructed to assist in determining the relative flow capacity of a given laser-drilled channel. This device monitored the time-resolved pressure inside a cavity that was barely larger than the capsule under test. A mechanically-actuated ram rapidly pressurized this cavity with air while a laser ranging gauge measured the displacement of a flexible membrane attached to one wall of the cavity. The deformation of the membrane is a direct measurement of the pressure within the apparatus. One would expect that a capsule with no conductance (undrilled) would show a pressure increase to an initial value and remain there indefinitely. On the other hand, a capsule of the same diameter with a hole would pressurize to the same initial value and then decay to some lesser value as the internal volume of the capsule filled. Measurement of this decay time provides a means of determining the conductance of the fill hole.

Early tests of the conductance apparatus showed that it behaved as one would expect. The apparatus is currently undergoing characterization to match decay times with holes of known diameter. Figure 11 shows some initial tests, including a laser-drilled full thickness capsule. Although absolute conductance numbers can not yet be assigned to the profiles shown, the data indicate that the laser-drilled hole does allow gas transport on the time scales one would expect for 5 µm holes.

V. CONCLUSION

A system was developed that enabled a 5-7 µm diameter fill hole to be drilled in the 175 µm thick copper-doped beryllium ablator and 15 µm thick CH mandrel of proposed ignition capsules for NIF. The system utilized femtosecond materials processing technology and relied on the optical confinement of the channel itself to drill well beyond the Rayleigh range of the focusing system. The exit morphology of the holes appeared to be sensitive to the input laser characteristics that, in some instances, produced complex internal hole shapes. We have demonstrated that it is possible to non-destructively characterize these holes by x-ray microscopy or...
conductance measurements. Future experiments centering on laser mode quality, focusing conditions, focusing lens NA, material dependencies and pulse repetition frequency are under consideration.
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